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José Ortega y Gasset (1883-1955)

 Meditations on the Quixote 
(1914)

 Invertebrate Spain (1921)

 The subject of our time (1923)

 The revolt of the masses (1929)

 Meditations on Europe (1949)



Pre-modern Spain: a brief introduction

 Roman Spain: from 2nd Century BC to 5th Century AD

 Visigothic Spain: from 5th to 8th Century AD

 Muslim Spain (and Reconquest): from 722 to 1492

 ‘Birth’ of modern Spain: dynastic union of Castile and Aragon under
Ferdinand and Isabella (Catholic monarchs) in 1479

 1492: Spain’s experiment with ‘ethnic cleansing’: expulsion of Jews
and Moors

 1492: Catholic monarchs finance Christopher Columbus’ voyages to  
the Indies



Roman Spain: 2nd Century BC to 5th Century AD



Visigothic Spain: 5th to 8th Century AD



Muslim Spain: 722 to 1492 



Stages of the ‘reconquest’ of Spain: 722 to 1492



Boabdil surrenders Granada to Catholic Monarchs (1492)



Expulsion (and resettlement) of Jews



An empire is born…



The Habsburg Monarchy (16th and 17th Centuries)

 Charles V, the Holy Roman Emperor (1516-1556)

 Philip II (1556-1598)

 Philip III (1598-1621)

 Philip IV (1621-1665)

 Charles II (1665-1700)



Spanish Empire under Charles V (1515-1556)



Spanish Empire under Philip II (1556-1598)



Philip II and El Escorial



The Bourbon Monarchy (18th Century)

 Philip V (1700-1724); loss of Gibraltar (Utrecht 
Treaty, 1715)

 Louis I (1724)

 Ferdinand VI (1746-1759)

 Charles III (1759-1788): supported American rebels
to undermine Britain; reformed American colonies

 Charles IV (1788-1808)



Charles III and Charles IV, by Goya



1785: Birth of a Nation (or just a flag)?



The Spanish Empire in 1792



A turbulent 19th Century

 Spanish fleet defeated by British at Trafalgar (1805)

 Napoleonic invasion and occupation of Spain (1808-1813)

 Congress of Vienna (1815): Spain ceases to be a great 
power

 Three Carlist Wars (1833-40; 1846-49; 1872-76)

 Spanish-American War (1898): loss of remaining colonies 
(Cuba, Puerto Rico, Guam, the Philippines)



Spain after 1898

 Under Liberal Monarchy (King Alfonso XIII), Spain sought 
proximity to France and Britain

 Like other European states, Spain wanted an African empire 
(prestige); obtained protectorate over parts of Morocco, 
with Anglo-French support

 Spain remained neutral in World War I (1914-18): due to 
internal divisions and military weakness

 Spain absent from Versailles Treaty (1919): a confirmation 
of ‘peripheral’ status?

 But: at least joined League of Nations (1919)



Primo de Rivera Dictatorship (1923-30)

 Strengthened political relations with former Latin
American colonies (‘Hispanidad’): international exhibition
in Seville (1929)

 Failed to win permanent seat on the League of Nations
Council; threatened to absorb Tangier into protectorate, 
but blackmail failed

 Friendly towards Mussolini (1923); lukewarm about Hitler

 Completed military occupation of Moroccan protectorate
(1927)



Spanish protectorate in Morocco



Second Republic (1931-36)

 Highly idealistic about international relations: excluded war as foreign 
policy tool (Art. 6); adhered to international law (Art. 7)

 Enthusiastic participation in League of Nations (Salvador de 
Madariaga; 1932 disarmament conference)

 But: attempt to rule African colonies in a more civilised manner not 
very successful!

 Radical social policies alarmed British conservatives, alienated 
German and Italian governments

 When Franco’s uprising took place (July 1936), France decided not to 
assist Republic unless Britain did so as well; fear of antagonising 
Germany



Spanish Civil War (1936-39): the international dimension

Francoists:

 Germany: airlifted Franco’s 
African Army into the 
Peninsula; later provided 
weapons and Condor 
Legion (Guernica)

 Italy: contributed weapons 
and ‘volunteers’

 Portugal: contributed 
volunteers

Republicans:

 Soviet Union’s assistance to 
Republic was lukewarm: enough to 
satisfy Spanish Communists, 
insufficient to determine outcome

 Western democracies advocated
Non-Intervention Agreement
(1937); only ones to observe it!

 FDR friendly to Republican cause; 
but unable to intervene

 Mexico provided political (and 
moral) support



Piccaso’s Guernica: most famous political painting ever?



The international dimension of a Spanish conflict



Spain and World War II (1939-45)

 Franco initially proclaimed neutrality (1939) 

 Moved to non-belligerence (June 1940) when France fell to Nazis;

Famous Franco-Hitler interview (October 1940)

Clash of narratives: the wise, cautious statesman vs. the overly 

ambitious & opportunistic upstart!

 Returned to neutrality (1944) when tide turned against Germany.

 ‘Two wars’ thesis: Spain was involved in war against Soviets 
(communism), but not at war with Britain and USA (the West)

 Allies did not forgive him for ‘original sin’ (Blue Division, etc.)
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The Franco Regime: initially, a pariah state

 Allied ambassadors withdrew in 1946; UN General Assembly formally
condemned regime

 Not invited to join the Bretton Woods institutions (1946): World Bank and 
International Monetary Fund

 Only Western European state excluded from Marshall Plan (1948), together
with Finland

 Excluded from the Organization for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC) 
in 1948

 Not allowed to join the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (1949); unlike
Portugal, also a right-wing dictatorship

 Excluded from Council of Europe (1949)

 Relied heavily on food imports from Perón’s Argentina (1946-48)



Franco, saved by the Cold War

 Change began with ‘Truman Doctrine’ (1947); Franco, once a pro-Nazi 
sympathizer, becomes anti-Communist ‘sentinel of the West’

 Franco sought support of Arab countries (mostly monarchies), so as to 
improve his standing in the United Nations: recognised Arab League (1946); 
King Abdullah I of Jordan became first head of state to visit Spain since Civil 
War (1949)

 In 1950, the UN General Assembly revoked its 1946 condemnation, thanks
to support of Arab and Latin American states; allowed to join in 1955

 Western ambassadors returned to Madrid (1951)

 Outbreak of Korean War (1950) meant US need to increase its presence in 
Western Mediterranean



1953: a key turning-point (both spiritual and mundane)

 Concordat with Vatican (August 1953; Pope Pius XII)

Highly favourable to Catholic Church: Spanish state would pay clergy’s

salaries, and finance upkeep of religious buildings

Church would pay no tax, control religious education

Spain became a confessional state (Catholicism, official religion of the

Spanish state, until 1978); in return, Franco obtained legitimacy

 Key: Bases agreement with United States (September 1953; Eisenhower)

Franco regime allowed US to establish military bases on Spanish soil

In return, US provided financial aid, loans, and second-hand military
equipment

Franco on the significance of 1953: ‘I’ve finally won the Civil War’



US military bases in Spain under Franco



Consequences of 1953 Madrid Agreement

Spain joined post-WWII Western block through the back-door; unlike
major W. European states

 Spanish public opinion did not see Soviet Union as threat; Cold War almost
seen as something invented by Franco to justify US bases!

 Spanish public opinion never saw GIs as friendly liberators or protectors; 
they were only there to serve US interests

 US seen as ally of Franco regime; not interested in promoting democracy in 
Spain

 Traditionally: progressives had sympathised with US (democratic Republic), 
while conservatives were hostile (Protestant, materialistic)

 As a result of 1953 agreement: progressives turned hostile, while
conservatives turned more favourable



President Eisenhower in Madrid, December 1959



Spain in North Africa

 In spite of being an ‘Africanista’, Franco was ready to quit African
colonies (contrast with Portugal significant). Not economically or
demographically relevant

 Gave up Spanish Protectorate in Morocco in 1956, following French 
decision to grant independence

 Independent Morocco waged war against Spanish enclave in Sidi-Ifni
in 1957-58, unsuccessfully

 Spain nevertheless ceded Sidi-Ifni to Morocco in 1969; not viable as 
enclave





The Gibraltar dispute



The Gibraltar dispute under Franco

 Franco manipulated Gibraltar dispute to strengthen popular support for his 
regime

 UN General Assembly resolutions 2231 and 2353 (1966-67) acknowledged 
Gibraltar was a colony which undermined Spanish territorial integrity; 
hence, did not recognise Gibraltar’s right to national self-determination

 British government replied by organising a referendum in September 1967: 
99% voted in favour of Gibraltar remaining British

 In 1969, Gibraltar adopted a democratic Constitution, thereby undermining 
claim that it was a mere colony, governed from London

 Franco regime responded by closing land border with Gibraltar (1969)



Economic turning-point: 1959

 Post-war economic policy (autarchy, or import-substitution) had
failed by late 1950s

 Hence 1959 Stabilization Plan, which aimed to liberalize the 
economy; opened it up to foreign investment (mainly European) and 
expertise

 Spain joined major international institutions in order to receive
assistance and advice: IMF and World Bank (1958); OEEC (1959)

 Liberalization was highly successful; between 1960 and 1973, Spain 
only second to Japan in rate of growth amongst OECD states



Spain’s economic ‘miracle’: 1960-75



Franco and Europe: a difficult relationship

 Not invited to join European Coal and Steel Community (1951)

 Excluded from Rome Treaties (1957), which created European 
Economic Community and Euratom

 Spain considered joining European Free Trade Association (EFTA), 
born in 1960, because it was open to non-democracies (Portugal)

 But when Britain applied for EEC membership in 1962, Spain followed 
suit (Britain was top importer of Spanish agricultural products)



Fencing with Brussels

 Spain’s application for EEC membership (1962) caused a stir in 
Brussels: supposed to be a democratic club!

 European Assembly produced Birkelbach report: only democracies 
need apply. Important principle: EEC not just about economic 
integration; a normative power

 Brussels answered in 1964: offered closer economic ties, but not 
membership

 Highly favourable Preferential Trade Agreement (1970): 
underestimated competitive Spanish industrial exports

Accelerated the ‘Europeanization’ of Spanish economy

 British accession (1973) undermined value of Preferential Agreement



Franco remained close to the United States

 Bases agreement was renewed in 1963 and 1970, but relations were often 
strained; US refused to provide defence guarantee

 Popular opposition to US presence grew; partly due to 1966 B-52 crash in 
mid-air, in which unarmed nuclear bombs fell on Spanish soil

 Foreign minister Castiella, unpopular in Washington, adopted ‘Gaullist’ 
attitudes, forcing Franco to remove him in 1969

 Nixon visited (1970) to reaffirm commitment to Spain (and Juan Carlos)

 Madrid did not authorize US to use Spanish bases during Yom Kippur War 
(1973), out of fear of antagonizing Arab allies; US did so nevertheless! 
Franco Spain did not recognize State of Israel

 Conspiracy theorists claim US was involved in assassination of PM Carrero 
Blanco (1973); no evidence!



Nixon (1970) and Ford (1975) visited Franco



Spain’s geopolitical value increased in early 1970s

 US Air Force abandoned Wheelus air base (Libya) in 1970

 Yom Kippur War (1973); proved Spanish bases were still needed

 Portuguese Revolution (April 1974); fear that a left-leaning NATO country 
would undermine Western block

 Greek-Turkish war over Cyprus led to collapse of military Junta in Greece 
(1974); war between two NATO members!

 Strong electoral performance by Communists in Italy (compromesso storico, 
1973) and France



End of an Era

Domestic events conditioned Franco regime’s foreign policy (and image 
abroad) to the very end:

 1970 Burgos trial of 16 ETA terrorists, seen as ‘freedom fighters’ by many in 
the West; international outcry forced regime to commute death sentences

 1972-73 trial of Communist trade union leaders (‘1.001 process’); stiff 
prison sentences

 September 1975: trial and execution of 5 terrorists (ETA & FRAP) led to 
withdrawal of most European ambassadors and condemnation by European 
Assembly; negotiations with European Commission frozen. Spanish 
property abroad attacked by radicals; Lisbon Embassy destroyed



The final crisis: ‘Green March’ and Spanish Sahara

 In 1975, Spain announced it would allow inhabitants of Spanish Sahara to 
hold a referendum on national self-determination

 Ford administration (Kissinger) and France feared an independent Sahara 
would become an Algerian (pro-Soviet) satellite

 King Hassan II of Morocco took advantage of Franco’s long illness to prepare 
invasion with an army of 100.000 ‘volunteers’

 Prince Juan Carlos (acting Head of State) feared colonial war would 
complicate an already brittle political situation in Spain

 Secret bilateral talks resulted in deal: ‘volunteers’ allowed to enter Sahara 
peacefully, then return home

 Madrid Agreement (Nov. 1975) led to Spanish withdrawal (by Feb. 1976) 
and Moroccan occupation



‘Green March’: Morocco and Spanish Sahara (1975-76)



Franco’s funeral (November 1975): 
Pinochet and Imelda Marcos
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Spain’s transition to democracy: timeline

 Juan Carlos proclaimed King of Spain (November 1975)

 Adolfo Suárez appointed Prime Minister (July 1976)

 Law for Political Reform passed by Francoist Cortes (November 
1976)

 Successful referendum on Law for Political Reform (December 1976)

 Legalization of Spanish Communist Party (April 1977)

 First democratic elections since 1936 (June 1977)



Proclamation of King Juan Carlos I (November 1975)



Spain’s foreign policy goals in 1975

 Europe: full membership of EEC once democratic conditions were 
met

 United States: a less asymmetrical relationship; security guarantee 
and reduced military presence

 NATO: membership controversial, rejected by Left; agreed to 
disagree, postpone decision until democracy consolidated

 Ibero America: a more meaningful, less rhetorical relationship; Spain 
saw itself as a ‘bridge’ between Europe and the Americas

 MENA region: improve relations with Morocco, without ceding Ceuta 
& Melilla; contribution to peace in Middle East; relations with Israel?

 Gibraltar: not a top priority, but something to revisit in light of 
improved relations with EEC and NATO

 Generally: multilateralism and international law, part of Spain’s 
identity



Role of United States in Spain’s transition to democracy

 Nixon (1969-74) and Ford (1974-76) administrations were lukewarm about
Spain’s democratization: feared a lurch to the Left and loss of access to US 
military bases

 Henry Kissinger was sceptical and short-sighted
Opposed legalization of Communist party under Santiago Carrillo; did not
trust ‘Eurocommunists’. Failed to understand importance of democratic
socialism, key to all new southern European democracies (Spain, Portugal, 
Greece)

 US lacked instruments to influence Spanish politics: political parties and 
trade unions did not engage abroad

 US concentrated its support on King Juan Carlos. Fine initially, but lost
political authority as democratization advanced, becoming less relevant



King Juan Carlos addressing US Congress (June 1976)



Role of European institutions in Spain’s 
transition to democracy

 Very positive role played by EEC: partly due to 1962 veto, ‘Europe’ was
strongly identified with democracy in Spain

 Promise of accession (1977-85) almost more important than accession
itself! Major incentive to carry out reforms (economic & political)

 European Parliament laid down minimum democratic requirements: eg. 
legalization of all political parties, including Communists

(Copenhagen criteria not introduced until 1993)

 Spain applied for membership in July 1977, after first successful democratic
elections; but negotiations did not start until 1979

 Council of Europe: very critical of Franco regime’s authoritarianism. Invited
Spain to join in November 1977; even without Constitution



Spanish perceptions of Europe during transition 

Europe was seen as the answer to all of Spain’s problems; José Ortega y

Gasset: ‘Spain is the problem, Europe is the solution’

Europe represented:

 Modernity; EEC member states were economically more developed

 Democracy, pluralism, tolerance, etc. 

By joining ‘Europe’, Spain would guarantee these values at home

 A guarantee against revolutionary change: for more conservative sectors of 
society, apprehensive about political change, EEC represented respect for
private property and free market economy

 For progressives, ‘Europe’ was attractive because of its ‘social market
economy’; ie. capitalism tempered by social rights



Attitude of major European states

Major European states all supported democratization:

 Germany was most active; due to guilt (support for Franco in Civil War) plus 
determination to complete European integration
Had digested Portuguese lesson: strengthen moderate democratic
Socialism vs. Communism. Chancellor Willy Brandt (1969-74) and Helmut 
Schmidt (1974-82) supported Socialist party (PSOE) and Felipe González

 France under president Valéry Giscard d’Estaing (1974-81) was also
supportive, but less so. Outdated paternalism was counterproductive

 Britain under Edward Heath (1970-74), Harold Wilson (1974-76) and James 
Callaghan (196-79) was not very engaged: left-wing prejudice; plus Gibraltar 
dispute

 Italy was supportive, but not very effective, due to internal problems



Foreign policy highlights during the transition

 Treaty of Friendship an Cooperation with US (January 1976)

 First visit by a Spanish monarch to Americas (Dominican Republic, 1976)

 Application for EEC membership: July 1977
Negotiations began in earnest in 1979

 Accession to the Council of Europe: November 1977

 New Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation with Portugal: 1978

 Establishment of diplomatic relations with USSR: February 1977
(Franco regime had established commercial relations in 1973)

 Establishment of diplomatic relations with Mexico: March 1977
(Mexico had broken off relations in 1939, when Franco won Civil War)



Suárez (1976-1981) and Spanish foreign policy

 Suárez had no foreign policy experience when he became Prime Minister in 
1976; he was a rather parochial politician, who spoke no foreign languages

 Initially, foreign policy was handled by the King (1975-77)

 After 1977 elections, foreign policy came under parliamentary scrutiny

 New democratic Constitution of 1978 deprived King of executive powers; 
henceforth, foreign policy largely conducted by foreign minister

 Foreign policy became more politicised (and controversial) when Suárez put
an end to consensus politics (1979)



Adolfo Suárez: best handshake in Spain!



Suárez’s foreign policy priorities

Suárez was a strong believer in EEC membership, but was frustrated by slow
pace of accession negotiations (and in particular, Giscard’s volt face in June 
1980)

 Unhappy with 1976 US Treaty; got on well with Jimmy Carter (1977-81), but
relationship too asymmetrical. No help with ETA

 Gibraltar: signed Lisbon Declaration (1980): Spain would reopen land border
in return for talks

 Suárez was always ambivalent about NATO; fired foreign minister Oreja in 
1980 for advocating entry by 1983. 

 Accused of ‘third world’ sympathies for visiting Fidel Castro (1978) and 
hosting Yasser Arafat (1979). Aimed to prove Spain could act as ‘bridge’ 
between the West and third world ‘outsiders’

 His independece of spirit led conspiracy theorists to claim US was behind
attempted coup (1981)!



Suárez the bridge-builder?



Tejero’s attempted coup (February 1981): 
worst public diplomacy ever!



Leopoldo Calvo Sotelo (1981-82)

 Calvo Sotelo spoke good English, French and German; had travelled widely 
before becoming Prime Minister, but lacked charisma

 Sought to overcome Suárez’s ambiguity; wanted Spain’s foreign policy to be 
‘European, democratic and Western’; feared PSOE would opt for neutrality 
once in office

 Continued EC negotiations, without much success; due to growing French 
opposition (agricultural lobby) and internal problems

 Application for NATO membership approved by Parliament (October 1981); 
but opposed by Communists and Socialists, allegedly because it broke long-
standing foreign policy consensus; finally joined May 1982

 Negotiated new bilateral agreement on US bases (July 1982)

 Falklands War (April/June 1982): torn between ‘Hispanic’ solidarity with 
Argentina (in spite of Junta) and support for Britain, fellow-member of 
NATO



Felipe González’s goals for Spain in 1982

 Consolidation of a fragile democracy, still recovering from failed 1981 coup

 Establishment of ‘civilian supremacy’ over Armed Forces; 
professionalization and modernization of military

 Improve Spanish state’s ability to combat ETA terrorism (but GAL?)

 Significant structural reforms to prepare Spain for EC membership: 
liberalization and streamlining (industrial ‘reconversion’)

 Consolidation of Spain’s semi-federal territorial structure

 Complete negotiations for EC membership; in 1909, Ortega y Gasset 
predicted PSOE would be ‘the party that will Europeanize Spain’

 Referendum on continued NATO membership



ETA terrorism had serious foreign policy implications



Felipe González’s NATO conundrum

 During October 1982 election campaign, González promised to hold 
referendum, presumably to take Spain out of NATO. Very popular cause 
with PSOE voters

 Once in office, observed ‘calculated ambiguity’. When/why did he decide it 
was better for Spain to remain in Aliiance? Difficult to answer.

 When?: probably as early as May 1983

 Why?: due to implicit ‘linkage’ with EC negotiations; difficult to convince 
Germany and others to back EC membership while planning to withdraw 
from NATO 

 Also linked to future renewal of US bases agreement: easier to demand 
reduction in US military presence if Spain remained in NATO



Spain-EC negotiations under González

 Advantages at home: large majority in Parliament, weak opposition, and strong 
popular mandate for accession negotiations

 González already had good rapport with European socialists; knew François 
Mitterrand (1981-95) and Pierre Mauroy (PM, 1981-84)

 Novelty: Cultivated Chancellor Helmut Kohl, elected October 1982

Key: supported Kohl’s decision to deploy US Pershing missiles on German soil at 
Ronald Reagan’s request (May 1983); something German socialists opposed

 Exploited linkage: France wanted more EU funds for agriculture (CAP); Germany 
would only agree if Paris agreed to Southern European enlargement (Spain and 
Portugal)

 Reasons for German support: Civil War guilt; democracy promotion; need to 
complete European integration in Western Europe; secure future access to Iberian 
markets



Spain-EC negotiations: timeline

 Mitterrand initially obstructionist: argued EC needed to agree to CAP 
funding and budget reform (BBQ) before Southern accession

 Kohl applied pressure on Mitterrand at May 1983 bilateral summit: made 
linkage (Spanish accession & CAP funding) explicit

 Stuttgart Council (June 1983) agreed to solve all internal EC disputes by end 
of the year

 Mitterrand lifted de facto French veto at private dinner with González 
(December 1983)

 Fontainebleau Council (June 1984): agreement on British rebate and 
Iberian enlargement

 Spain and Portugal signed accession agreement (June 1985) and joined EC 
on 1 June 1986



Spain-EC Accession Treaty (1985): a good deal?
 Spanish economy shrank during negotiations: in 1977, GDP per capita was 

78% of EC-12 average; by 1985 it was only 71%; unique?

 Spanish accession posed big challenges for EU: 25% increase in agricultural 
workforce; 30% in arable land; 48% in fresh fruit production; 59% in olive 
oil; 1/3 EC fishermen would be Spanish (But by 1984 only 16% of Spanish 
exports were agricultural)

 Spain negotiated 6 year transition for industrial goods; 7 years for 
agricultural products, but 10 for fruit & vegetables; 15 years for full access 
to EC fishing waters; 7 years for free movement of workers

 Good institutional deal: Spain’s GDP was only 6.5% of EC total, but got 11% 
share of institutions overall

 Spanish economic growth was very strong 1986-1993



Spain: positive impact of European integration



González and the NATO conundrum

 González submitted foreign policy ‘decalogue’ to Parliament  (October 
1984): offered continued membership of NATO, but without joining 
military structure; in return: reduction of US military presence; 
‘denuclearization’ of Spanish territory; membership of Western European 
Union (joined 1990)

 PSOE party Conference approved ‘decalogue’ (December 1984)

 Parliament approved referendum (February 1986); conservatives opposed 
it, for fear it would be a plebiscite on González’s rule

 NATO referendum (March 1986); held after EC accession (linkage)

 Result: 52% in favour; 39% against. Polarised Spanish society unnecessarily. 
Birth of new (anti-NATO) political party: United Left



González also solved his US conundrum

 After referendum, González needed Reagan administration to accept 
significant reduction in US military presence: closure of Torrejón air 
base

 Difficult negotations led to new 1988  bases agreement: closure of 
Torrejon, withdrawal of 401st Fighter-Bomber Wing; relocated to 
Aviano (Italy) in 1991

 1988 agreement put relationship on a new footing. Spain was critical 
(Panama, 1989) but also supportive: Spanish Navy participated in 
blockade vs. Iraq (1990); first 20th century military mission abroad!



González’s European priorities

 Support for Single European Act (1987) and single market by 1992; first major 
revision of Rome Treaty

 Enthusiastic support for German reunification (1990) after fall of Berlin Wall; unlike 
Britain and France

 Support for EMS (1989) and Treaty on European Union (Maastricht, 1993): 
economic and monetary union; justice and home affairs; common foreign and 
security policy. Spain contributed concept of ‘European citizenship’

 Economic downturn (1992-93) fuelled first debates about costs/benefits of 
European integration. Dented pro-EU unanimity

 Compensation for imminent EFTA enlargement (1995): generous Cohesion Fund 
(Edinburgh, 1992)

 Stiff fight to guarantee institutional weight: Ioannina Compromise (1984)

 Transatlantic Agenda (Madrid, 1995) with Clinton Administration

 Euro-Mediterranean Partnership (Barcelona,1996): free trade area by 2010



Spain’s first economic crisis as EU member: 1992-93



Other foreign policy priorities under González (1982-96)

 Improvement of relations with Britain and Gibraltar: Brussels declaration, 
(1984): opening of land communications (1985). Consequence of EU and 
NATO membership

 Establishment of diplomatic relations with Israel (1986); partly so as to 
satisfy demands by EU member states. Historic reconciliation with
Jewish/Sephardic world

 Peace broker in Middle East: Madrid Conference (1991); led to Oslo (1993)

 Closer relations with Morocco: new bilateral treaty (1991)

 Establishment of new relationship with former Iberian colonies: 
Iberoamerican Community of Nations (1991); a ‘Hispanic commonwealth’? 
Role of King Juan Carlos in Spanish diplomacy

 Spanish Air Force bombed Serb forces in Bosnia (1995) during NATO 
mission; first foreign deployment since Ifni (1957)!



González’s foreign policy legacy

 Improved Spain’s standing in the world: from transition to consolidation

 Accepted as innovative, proactive European leader: good relations with 
Helmut Kohl, François Mitterrand, Margaret Thatcher; also Jacques 
Delors (Commission president, 1985-95)

 Forged new, less asymmetrial relationship with US: got on well with 
Ronald Reagan, George H. Bush, Bill Clinton

 Became Mikhail Gorbachev’s favourite European statesman

 Highly respected in Latin America

 Public diplomacy triumphs: Barcelona Olympics (1992) and Expo’92 in 
Seville 



Felipe González: Spain’s one and only elder statesman!
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José María Aznar (1996-2004)



Aznar’s political philosophy and world view

 Aznar believed predecessors had been too shy in defending Spanish
national interest, due to transition (consensus) and historic
inferiority complex; 

 Convinced Spanish nation was ancient and strong; had a right to play
prominent role in European and world affairs: a foreign policy
‘realist’ (transactional)

 Generational difference: González (1968), Aznar belonged to post-
transition generation (1989); took democracy and EU membership
for granted

 Strong linkage: domestic political agenda (economic liberalism and 
nationalism) and foreign policy



Aznar’s European priorities (1996-2000)

 Initially quite conventional, with more continuity than change; but some novelties

 Aznar disliked Chancellor Gerhard Schröder (1998-2005) and PM Lionel Jospin 
(1997-2002); his only ally in Europe was PM Tony Blair (1997-2007)

 Tough during Amsterdam Treaty talks (1997); defended Ioannina deal

 Determination to meet Maastricht criteria allowed Spain to join single currency 
(1999)

 Clashed with German government in Berlin Council (1999), in defence of Spain’s 
share of cohesion and structural funds, in anticipation of Eastern enlargement 
(2004)

 Nice Treaty negotiations (2000): defence of ‘large member’ status

 Co-sponsored liberal Lisbon Agenda (2000): aimed to make EU ‘most competitive 
and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world’



Other foreign policy priorities (1996-2000)

 Joined NATO command structure (1999); wanted to overcome perception of 
Spain as ‘reluctant partner’, also in anticipation of NATO’s Eastern 
enlargement (Poland, Hungary & Czech republic, 1999)

 Aznar established good relations with Clinton administration; Spain
supported US bombings in Iraq (Desert Fox, 1998), without UN cover and 
Franco-German opposition

 Continuing González’s policy, Aznar sent troops on humanitarian mission in 
Albania (1997) and NATO mission in Kosovo (1999)

 Tough on Cuba: at Aznar’s instigation, EU adopted a common position on
Cuba (1996), which linked economic relations to progess on
democratization and human rights. More ideological than predecessor



Aznar’s transformation: 2000/2002

 Impact of landslide electoral victory (44% of vote in March 2000); no longer
required other parties

 Good relationship with George W. Bush; Joint Declaration (Jan. 2001) visited
Madrid (June 2001) during first European tour; new bilateral agreement (2002)

 Impact of 9/11 attacks: Aznar believed a new geopolitical paradigm (‘unipolar 
moment’) was emerging (end of post-Cold War); bought into notion of ‘global war
on terror’; EU not up to speed dealing with new threats

 Aznar increasingly disillusioned with European integration: fought for Spanish
institutional power in Nice treaty negotiations (2001)

 Unhappy about European Convention (2002), convened to reform treaties; rejected
double-majority system and loss of ‘power’

 Disappointed by EU reaction to Perejil Island incident (July 2002)







Aznar and the Iraq War: causes

 Aznar saw Iraq was as opportunity to strengthen Spain’s relationship with
US; seemed to think a new ‘special relationship’ was in the making

 Motives: ideological sympathy; seeking new international role for Spain 
(‘daring to lead’); need to overcome inferiority complex; quest for prestige; 
help against ETA; attempt to change EU balance of power; hubris? 

 Played along with Rumsfeld’s ‘new’ vs. ‘old’ Europe theme; co-sponsored
‘letter of the Eight’ (WSJ, January 2003)

 Spain played active role in UN diplomacy (as non-permanent member of 
Security Council in 2003); but failed to convince Mexico and Chile of need
for so-called second resolution authorizing use of force

 Azores meeting: Bush, Blair, Aznar, Durao Barroso (March 2003)



Aznar’s moment of glory: the fewer the better?
Lajes Air Base, Azores (March 2003)



Aznar and the Iraq War: consequences

 Spanish armed forces did not take part in US-led occupation of Iraq (March-
July 2003); partly due to strong public opposition

 Military mission (1.300 troops) was sent in September 2003, once hostilities
were over; in keeping with UN resolution 1483

 Nevertheless, strong public opposition to involvement; even if modest loss
of life (seven intelligence agents killed in November 2003)

 Madrid train bombings (11 March 2004); 192 victims. Spanish public opinion
interpreted them as revenge for participation in Iraq war; in fact, planned
well in advance

 General election (14 March): PSOE won 42%; PP 37%. High turn out; attacks
mobilized younger voters



Aznar’s foreign policy legacies

 Together with the 1986 NATO referendum, Spain’s involvement in the Iraq 
war was the most divisive and polarizing foreign policy issue since 1975

 Aznar attempted to take advantage of the impact of 9/11 to forge a ‘special 
relationship’ with the US; unrealistic and out of character

 In doing so, Aznar turned his back on Germany and France; tried to forge a 
new liberal/Atlanticist coalition in Europ, but Anglo-Spanish link was not 
strong enough to sustain it

 Effort to make Spain internationally relevant proved flawed and 
counterproductive

 Remembered as ‘the abominable Dr. No’ (Financial Times)



Rodríguez Zapatero (2004-11): rebel without a cause?

 Spoke no foreign languages; was totally lacking in foreign policy experience

 Did not regard Felipe González as a mentor; Spain’s first post-Cold War PM

 Sought to define a new Spanish foreign policy identity, as an extension of 
domestic values: peace, solidarity, diversity, social cohesion, gender 
equality, tolerance, secularism

 More emphasis on Spanish ‘soft power’; Canadian model?

 Strong commitment to multilateralism in a ‘post-unipolar’ world; and 
international law (cf. Aznar)



Rodríguez Zapatero’s ‘ABBA syndrome’

 Election platform promised total reversal of Aznár’s foreign policy: 
condemned unilateralism, support for ‘preventive’ wars, regime change 
imposed from abroad, and ‘neocon’ ideology

 Accused of immature anti-Americanism; failed to stand to attention as US 
flag was marched past him in Madrid military parade (2003)

 Immediately withdrew Spanish troops from Iraq, in keeping with electoral 
promise; UN resolution 1546 would have provided cover

 Criticised for manner in which withdrawal took place; also, for encouraging 
other states to imitate him



Relations with the United States, from Bush to Obama

 Bush administration never forgave Zapatero for withdrawal of troops from 
Iraq; Bush did not visit Spain again during rest of his presidency (2004-09); 
never invited Zapatero to Washington

 To compensate, Spain increased commitment to ISAF in Afghanistan; 
established its own PRT (2005)

 However, Spain continued to allow full access to military bases; regulated 
presence of miliary intelligence (2007)

 Relations improved under Obama administration (from 2009); Spanish PM 
finally invited to White House; new bilateral agreement (2011)

 In 2012, Rodriguez Zapatero agreed to home-porting of four anti-missile 
defence US Navy destroyers at Rota naval base 



Rodríguez Zapatero with Obama: happiest man on earth?



Rodríguez Zapatero’s European priorities

 Main goal was a ‘return to Europe’; restore relationship with France and Germany. 
But election of Angela Merkel (2005) and Nicholas Sarkozy (2007), both
conservatives, complicated matters

 Enthusiastic endorsement of European Constitution (2004); organized a 
referendum (2005) to underline support: 77% in favour, 17% against, but very low
turnout (42%). Rejection by Holland and France killed it

 Though disappointed, quickly endorsed Lisbon Treaty (2007); amended Maastricht 
(which became Treaty on European Union) and Rome (which became Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union

 Zapatero supported move from unanimity to QMV in 45 policy areas; strengthening
of codecision (Parliament and Council); Charter of Fundamental Rights; did not
fight loss of Spanish institutional weight

 But tough negotiation of 2007-13 financial perspectives; fear of impact of Eastern 
enlargement (2004)



Spanish contributions to (and receipts from) EU budget





Other foreign policy priorities

 Closer, less ideological relationship with Latin American states; but dealings with
Hugo Chavez (Venezuela), Evo Morales (Bolivia) and Nestor Kichner (Argentina) 
proved controversial at home

 Attempted to improve relations with Morocco (new King Mohammed VI) without
antagonizing Algeria

 Established presence in Sub-Saharan Africa to stem tide of West African immigrants
(2006)

 Alliance of Civilizations initiative (2004) co-sponsored with Turkey, aimed at 
improving relations with Muslim world; became UN programme

 Strong commitment to UN peace-keeping missions (FINUL); Spain awarded UN 
communications & data centre in Europe

 Massive increase in development aid

 Succeeded in obtaining permanent invitee status to G-20



Mariano Rajoy’s return to orthodoxy (2011 to present)

 Rajoy was never very interested in foreign policy: limited knowledge of 
foreign languages; parochial politician

 Elected in 2011 (with 44% of the vote), in 2015 (28%) and again in 2016 
(33%). Variations reflect political fall-out of the ‘Great Recession’ (2008): 
from a two-party to a four-party system

 Between 2008 and 2014, Rajoy governments were largely preoccupied with 
management of economic crisis; close to Angela Merkel

 Foreign policy was largely limited to European policy

 Concern about Brexit vote (June 2016); but may allow Spain to regain 
protagonism in Europe



Spain’s unprecedented double-dip recession



From recession (2008) to recovery (2016)



Rajoy’s European priorties

 During early years of his mandate, fought hard to resist an EU bail-out; 
finally obtained €41.3 billion loan from EU (2012-13) to recapitalize savings 
banks

 Aim: prove to EU (above all Germany) that Spain was not Greece; like 
Ireland and Portugal, it could implement austerity and pay back loans. 
Unlike Italy (and France?), it could carry out reforms

 Short/medium term goal: deeper European integration to guarantee 
viability of Eurozone

 Longer-term: Spain favours Option 5 (Juncker White Paper, 2017): “doing 
much more together”; with Spain in the driving seat?



Rajoy, popular with European conservatives



Support for European integration remains firm



Support for € quite strong in spite of recession



But unhappy with EU’s handling of economy & refugees



Other dimensions of Rajoy’s foreign policy

 Support for Spanish companies abroad, to compensate for hardship at 
home; eg. Mecca-Medina high-speed train

 Strengthening ties with US: deployment of anti-missile defence system in 
Rota completed; agreement to allow permanent Marine presence at Morón 
(2015), to protect US interests in Africa

 Attempt to increase presence in Asia/Pacific: membership of Asian 
Infrastructure Investment Bank; involvement in China’s ‘one belt, one road’ 
initiative

 Commitment to multilateralism: Spain was active non-permanent member 
of UN Security Council (2015-16)



Should Spain allow US to use Rota naval base 
for anti-missile defence shield?



Should Spain allow US to use Morón air base 
for military operations in Africa?







Unlike many Europeans, Spaniards do not see strong nexus 
between refugees and terrorism



Which regions of the world are most important to Spain?



Spanish attitudes to Israel/Palestine conflict: 
who is responsible?



How do Spaniards view minorities?



Spain today: is there life after the Great Recession?

 The importance of stereotypes

 Spain’s standing in the World; recovery since crisis

 The growing importance of ‘soft power’

 Spanish: a global language

 How do Spaniards see others (and themselves)?









Spain’s global presence (Elcano Index)





Spanish ‘soft power’ is not insignificant



Spanish: 2nd language with most native speakers worldwide



But Spanish no longer ‘belongs’ to Spain



How do Spaniards judge other countries?







Spaniards 
are 

unhappy 
about Brexit



Spaniards 
view US quite 

favourably



Views of US are closely related to President’s image



Spaniards had much more confidence 
in Obama than in Trump



Perceptions of US are ideologically determined





Spain: the challenges ahead

 Dealing with the consequences of globalization: the ‘Easternization’ 
of the global economy; Dani Rodrik’s ‘trilema’

 Yihadist terrorism: return of Spain’s ‘foreign fighters’

 European: need to guarantee viability of Eurozone; improve EU’s 
economic governance

 Domestic: growing inequality; ageing population; rise of left-wing 
populism (Podemos); political dissafection

 Biggest political challenge is internal: threat of Catalan secession 
(19% GDP)



Confidence in the future: he’ll never walk alone!


